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This apartment in the modernist building from 1930 represents a modern space with a 
strong aesthetic and character. A result of a perfect collaboration between Maria 
Tyniec Design Studio and the clients who contributed their passion for art and 
decorative objects, mostly brought from Asia. The apartment shows that with carefully 
selected art, reflecting owners’ personal vision, it will not look like any other.  No one, 
not even the best art consultant, can do that for you – Maria Tyniec believes. 
Previously there were 3 rooms, a separate kitchen and one and half bathroom. After a 
complete reconstruction the apartment consists of a living room with a dining area, 
kitchen, wardrobe, study, bedroom and bathroom.
Living and dining area are combined. Kitchen is behind a cobalt blue wall. Here, the 
owners can cook together without getting in each other’s way. Not only because the 
kitchen is spacious enough, also because there is open access to it at both ends. In 
fact, one can run around the cobalt wall. Not only kids love such a solution. 
Installed on the cobalt wall is Design for The Sky (Cycle Circle) from 1999 by Jan Tyniec
(www.tyniec.com).  
In living room there is an exciting combination of cobalt blue, Japanese red and deep 
jade green. What’s important is that surfaces which appear white are not. The basic 
color of the walls is a soft parchment. 
An interesting mix of modern (most by Dutch American artist Gerda van Leeuwen and 
Peter Yamaoka) and antique ceramics are displayed on shelves on both sides of a long 
black steel niche with @planikafires fireplace and a tv screen on opposite ends.
Study, a small room with steel bookcase that fills the entire wall, from floor to ceiling 
with books and objects. This room is sometimes used as a guestroom; the daybed 
converts into a double bed. Beautifully coordinated pillowcases on the daybed in the 
study are made from antique fabrics. The bed throw is vintage and comes from the 
Naga tribe of northwestern Burma.
The bedroom. Black and white photograph over the bed is “Bonsai”, 2012 by Jan Tyniec 
www.tyniec.com. Striped bed throw is from Bhutan. A large antique Chinese wedding 
chest is situated in a niche across from the bed crowned with Burmese lacquer 
offering baskets and Buddhas. Behind the sliding door there is a bathroom. Shower 
receives some daylight from a full height, narrow window facing the bedroom. 
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